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INTD0112
Introduction to 

Linguistics 
Lecture #7

Sept 28th, 2009

Announcements

Any questions on HW #2? 
I’m extending the deadline for HW 2 till 
Friday Oct 2nd, at 12:30pm. Please leave your 
homework in my mailbox in Farrell House. 
Should you have questions on the homework, 
please feel free to e-mail or come to my office 
hours or set up an appointment outside office 
hours. 

Articulatory processes cont.

There are several types of articulatory 
processes in human language. We discuss a 
few them here. 

Assimilation: Regressive

Assimilation is an articulatory process 
whereby a sound is made “similar” to a 
neighboring sound. 
Vowel nasalization in English is an instance of 
regressive assimilation:

can’t [khæ)nt]

Assimilation: Progressive

Assimilation can also be progressive, as in 
Scots Gaelic:

[ne ):l] “cloud”
[mu):] “about”

Assimilation in voicing
While liquids and glides are voiced sounds, when 
preceded by a voiceless stop, they get “devoiced.”
We indicate that by a [  • ] underneath the liquid or the 
glide. Examples:

place [pl•ejs]
quick [kw•Ik]
trim [t®•Im]

Similarly, voiceless sounds may become voiced in the 
neighborhood of voiced sounds, e.g., Dutch af [Af] 
(=“over”) is pronounced with a [v] in the words 
afbellen (=cancel) and afdekken (=cover). 
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Assimilation in place of articulation

Nasal consonants typically assimilate to the 
place of articulation of the following sound. 
From English:

possible impossible [mp]
tangible intangible [nt]
complete incomplete [ŋk]

Question: Is this a case of regressive or 
progressive assimilation?

Dissimilation 

Dissimilation is an articulatory process 
whereby two sounds are made less similar. 
From English:

fifths [fIfθs] [fIfts] 

Deletion 

Deletion is a process which removes a segment 
(= phone) from certain phonetic contexts. 
From English:

suppose [səphoèwz] [spoèwz] 
Deletion may also occur as an alternative to 
dissimilation for some speakers in words like 
fifths:

fifths [fıfθs] [fıfs]

Epenthesis

Epenthesis is a process that inserts a segment within 
an existing string of segments. From English:

something [s√mθıŋ] [s√mpθıŋ] 
length [lEŋθ] [lEŋkθ]

In Turkish, a sequence of two initial consonants is not 
allowed. As a result, a vowel is epenthesized to break 
the consonant cluster:

“train,” which is borrowed from English, is 
pronounced as [tiren]

Metathesis 

Metathesis is a process that changes the order 
of segments. Children learning English will 
typically produce metathesis forms, e.g., 
spaghetti is typically pronounced as pesghatti
[pəskE Ri]. 

Vowel reduction

In many languages, vowels in unstressed 
syllables undergo reduction, typically 
appearing instead as the weak vowel [´]:

Canada [khæ)n´d´]
Canadian [kh)́ nejdi´n]
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More than one process?

Now, let’s look at these German data:
Careful speech Informal speech
laden [la:dən] [la:dn] “to invite”
loben [lo:bən] [lo:bm] “to praise”
backen [bakən] [bakŋ] “to bake”

What’s going on here?

Syllable structure

Phones combine to form larger units called syllables. 
A syllable must contain a nucleus (typically a vowel) 
and may also contain consonants before or/and after 
the nucleus. 
The consonants before the nucleus vowel are called 
the onset of the syllable, whereas the consonants after 
the vowel are referred to as the coda of the syllable. 
The nucleus and coda are also assumed to form one 
unit called the rhyme. 

Syllable structure

We may represent the syllable structure as in 
the following diagram:

σ
wo

Onset Rhyme
wo

Nucleus Coda

Syllable structure
For example, a word such as splints [splInts] has [I] 
as nucleus, [spl] as onset, and [nts] as coda. We can 
represent this syllable linearly as CCCVCCC, and 
hierarchically as below:

σ
wo

Onset Rhyme
[spl] wo

Nucleus Coda
[I] [nts]

Syllable structure

English is rather unusual in allowing a large 
number of syllable structures. Compare other 
languages: 

CVC

CVCVNCVCC

VCCVCVCVC

VVVCV

IndonesianHawaiianJapaneseHebrew

Syllable structure

Native speakers’ knowledge of syllable structure 
is manifest in several ways: 
They can count the number of syllables in a word.
They know where to draw syllable boundaries. 
They rely on syllabification in rhyming and in 
games like Pig Latin. 
And as we will see, they internalize phonological 
rules that do make reference to the unit “syllable.”
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Syllable structure
All languages have syllables. The shapes of these 
syllables are governed by various constraints. Some 
universal tendencies are observable though. For 
example,
(a) Syllable nuclei usually consist of one vowel.
(b) Syllables usually begin with onsets.
(c) Syllables often end with codas.
(d) Onsets and codas usually consist of one consonant. 
Given these tendencies, the most common syllable 
structure in human languages is CV and CVC. 

Syllabic Consonants

In English, nasals and liquids can function as 
syllable nuclei when they occur in an 
unstressed syllable at the end of a word after 
any consonant. In narrow phonetic 
transcription, we indicate syllabic consonants 
by a [ 1 ] underneath the consonant. 
Examples:

tunnel [tH √nl ¡] ladder [læd®1]
chasm [kHæzm̀] button [b√tn1]

Phonotactics

When languages allow consonant clusters in onset 
and coda positions, there are typically constraints on 
the kind of consonants that occur in these clusters. 
We call such sequential constraints on the occurrence 
of consonants phonotactics. 
Languages differ in what is regarded as a permissible 
combination of consonants in each. English, for 
example, does not allow words to start with [N], 
whereas Vietnamese does.  

Phonotactics
English may have up to three consonants in onset 
position (as in [sprej]), but Arabic does not allow 
that. 
In fact, in English, there is a further restriction in the 
case of a three-consonant onset that the first 
consonant has to be [s], the second has to be a 
voiceless stop (i.e. [p], [t], or [k]), and third has to be 
a liquid or a glide (i.e. [l], [r], [j], or [w]). 
Compare that with Russian onsets in the following 
words:

[fslux] “aloud” [mgla] “fog”

Phonotactics
Another example of phonotactic constraints in 
English is the impossibility of words like [btol], 
where two stops occur initially. 
Knowledge of phonotactics is part of your 
subconscious knowledge of your native language. 
This knowledge allows native speakers to distinguish 
between what is a possible word in their language and 
what is an impossible word.
This phonotactic knowledge is also the reason why 
native speakers syllabify words correctly. 

Prosodies (aka Suprasegmentals)
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Suprasegmental features

So far we have looked at “segmental” features, 
e.g., place of articulation, voicing, tongue 
height, etc. 
Other phonetic features may “ride on top of”
these segmental features, and that’s why we 
call them “suprasegmentals.”
Four of these are: length, tone, intonation, and 
stress. 

Length 

The duration of a sound may be influenced by 
the sounds around it, e.g., compare your 
pronunciation of the two words in each pair 
below:

seat vs. seed
leak vs. league

In phonetic transcription, length is typically 
marked by a colon “:” after the lengthened 
sound.

Vowel length in Finnish

In some languages, the long-short contrast is 
crucial, since substituting a long segment for 
an otherwise identical short segment in a word 
can result in a change of meaning. Consider 
these data from Finnish:

[muta] “mud”
[mu:ta] “some other”
[muta:] “but”

Consonant length (gemination) in Italian

Italian shows the same length effect for 
consonants:
fato [fatç] “fate” vs. fatto [fat:ç] “fact”
casa [kasa] “house” vs. cassa [kas:a] “box”

Pitch  

Depending on the tenseness of the vocal folds 
and the amount of air passing through the 
glottis, we may get either a high or a low pitch. 
Pitch is an auditory property of a sound that 
allows us to put it on a scale that ranges from 
low to high. 
Two kinds of controlled pitch movement found 
in human language are tone and intonation. 

Tone 
In many languages, the pitch at which the syllables in 
a word are pronounced can make a difference in the 
meaning of the word. These are called tone
languages. We use the uppercase letters H, M, and L, 
to stand for high, mid, and low tones. 
Consider this example from Mandarin:

[ma] H “mother”
[ma] MH “hemp”
[ma] MLH “horse”
[ma] HL “scold”
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Tone 

In some tone languages, a tone may be 
associated with more than one syllable. 
Consider these examples from Mende, a West 
African language:

háwámá “banana”
kpàkàli “tripod chair”

Examples of other tone languages include 
Thai, Zulu, Igbo, and Navajo.

Intonation 

Intonation is the pattern of rises and falls in pitch 
across a stretch of speech such as a sentence. 
For example, the same string of speech could be 
interpreted either as a statement or as a question, 
depending on its intonation contour:
Max is studying linguistics.        (falling intonation)
Max is studying linguistics? (rising intonation)
Max is studying linguistics, ... (level intonation)

Stress 

Stress refers to the perceived prominence of a 
particular syllable relative to syllables around it. 
In essence, stress is the combined effect of pitch, 
loudness, and length. 
In some languages, stress placement is 
predictable, e.g., in Czech stress almost always 
falls on the first syllable, whereas in Welsh stress 
falls on the next to last syllable. 

Stress 

In other languages, like English and Russian, 
stress is unpredictable and has to be learned for 
every word. 
In such languages stress placement may also 
create a difference in meaning:

export could be [»Ekspç ®t] or [Eks»pç®t] 
present could be [»p® Ezn1t] or [p®ə»zEnt]

Next class agenda

Phonology. Make sure to read the relevant 
sections in Chapter 2. 


